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Chapter 2701 in full swing (1) 

After leaving the Wang family’s private restaurant, Xia ruofei went to the Liu family’s courtyard. 

Old master Liu was still recuperating in the room. Xia ruofei did a routine check on his body. Since he 

had accepted the payment, he naturally had to do his job well. 

Old man Liu was in good spirits. After the examination, Xia ruofei also found that the tumor in his body 

had shrunk a lot. He was recovering well. 

This was not surprising. After taking over peach source Island, the ingredients of the spirit Heart Flower 

petals in the pills that Xia ruofei had given to old man Liu had increased by quite a bit. Naturally, the 

healing effect was much better. 

Xia ruofei chatted with old master Liu for a while and also put in a good word for Liu Qingfeng. His words 

naturally revealed his hope that after the Peach Blossom Island incident was over, the Liu family would 

arrange a better place for Liu Qingfeng. 

For such a small matter, old man Liu naturally agreed. 

In fact, as long as Liu Qingfeng’s work could satisfy Xia ruofei, the Liu family would not mistreat his 

Qianqian. Whether it was old master Liu or Liu Qunfeng or other core members of the Liu family, they 

had all deeply felt Xia ruofei’s magical ability. Other aspects aside, just his superb medical skills were 

enough to make them work hard to be on good terms with Xia ruofei. 

How could a person not get sick after eating five grains? The richer and more powerful a person was, the 

more they would care about their health. Otherwise, if they really died of an incurable disease, all their 

wealth would become floating clouds. 

Now that Xia ruofei could take the initiative to put in a good word for Liu Qingfeng, it proved that Liu 

Qingfeng’s work was excellent, and he even had a certain personal relationship with Xia ruofei. Under 

such circumstances, how could the Liu family mistreat Liu Qingfeng? 

Maybe in the future, when he had to deal with Xia ruofei, he could even use Liu Qingfeng! 

Xia ruofei stayed at the Liu family’s house for an hour or two until he received Liu An’s call. He was 

informed that paradise was ready and the flight route had been approved. He stood up and left. 

Before he left, Xia ruofei left behind some of the pills that he had made last time. 

Although there were enough pills for him to take for a while, Xia ruofei thought that since he was 

already here, he should leave some for him. He didn’t know how long it would take to go to peach 

source Island. If things didn’t go well, he might be in danger. 

Xia ruofei had even borrowed a chauffeur from the Liu family. The car he was driving was from the 

Paradise Club. He couldn’t just leave it at the airport! He needed someone to help him return it. 

The Liu family’s chauffeur drove Xia ruofei to the Capital International Airport and then drove to the 

Paradise gathering in Xiaotang town to return the car. 



Xia ruofei, on the other hand, passed through the security check of the public transport and arrived at 

the parking ground where paradise was located. 

Captain Liu An and a flight attendant stood at the bottom of the plane’s accommodation ladder to 

welcome them. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Captain Liu, I’ll have to trouble you again!” After this trip to the Peach 

Blossom Island, the future should be much better. The pilots arranged by boss li are already waiting to 

meet you on peach source Island. In the future, we’ll use a three – man crew for long – distance flights!” 

“Thank you for your concern, Mr. Xia!” Liu An bowed slightly. 

Xia ruofei nodded, stepped up the ramp, and entered the cabin. 

A while later, paradise took off from the runway of Beijing International Airport and jumped into the sky 

full of sunset. 

After the plane entered the cruising altitude, Xia ruofei ate something and went to the bedroom in the 

back cabin to rest. 

The voyage was more than ten hours long, and it was a night voyage. They couldn’t see anything outside 

the porthole, so sleeping was naturally the best choice. 

Although the flight crew had to work through the night, Xia ruofei was sleeping in the rear cabin. He felt 

a little embarrassed. However, he thought about it and realized that he could not share their burden if 

he stayed in the cabin. He might even increase the workload of the flight crew. 

Xia ruofei felt much more at ease when he thought of this. 

He had stayed in the bedroom in the back cabin for the entire flight, including during the takeoff and 

landing phase in rainboas. He did not go out to check on the seat belt in the back cabin, so he did not 

need to leave the bedroom during the take – off and landing phase. However, Xia ruofei did not need 

any of that. He was sleeping soundly in bed. 

As the sky brightened slightly, paradise finally landed steadily on the runway of Paradise island’s airport 

and slowly slid to the tarmac in the morning light. 

This time, Xia ruofei returned to Peach Blossom Island with a big fanfare. 

Therefore, Liu Qingfeng had been waiting at the airport with the remaining middle management 

personnel. On the other side, Li Yifu, Tang Hu, and a few leaders of the Freemasons had also been 

waiting on the tarmac. 

As soon as the plane landed, everyone went up to greet it. 

The door of the peach origin opened, and Xia ruofei appeared. He stepped down the ramp and waved to 

the crowd with a smile. 

“Mr. Xia! You’ve had a long journey!” Li Yifu took a step forward and said. 

“You guys have worked even harder!” Xia ruofei smiled.”Work is so intense. There’s no need to come to 

the airport to pick me up! Let’s get back to business!” 



“Don’t worry! The construction work has been arranged, and our brothers are working hard! It won’t 

delay anything!” Tang Hu hurriedly said from the side. 

Xia ruofei looked at him and smiled.””Tiger, it’s all thanks to you guys this time! Otherwise, I don’t know 

how long it’ll take to finish!” 

In Australia, Tang Hu, who was all – Powerful and feared by the underworld, was like an obedient baby 

or a primary school student in front of Xia ruofei. He revealed a bashful and silly smile and scratched his 

head. “You’re too kind!” 

Chapter 2702 in full swing (2) 

After Xia ruofei, Li Yifu, and the others finished their greetings, Liu Qingfeng stepped forward and said 

gratefully,””Mr. Xia, thank you! My family gave me a call and arranged a very good position for me. ” 

Xia ruofei had mentioned Liu Qingfeng’s matter to old master Liu yesterday afternoon. Old master Liu 

had also attached great importance to it. In the evening, Liu Qingfeng had received a personal call from 

Liu Qunfeng. Liu Qunfeng’s words were full of praise for his work. At the same time, he had also said 

that he had prepared a position as the chairman of a subsidiary company for him. He would take the 

position immediately when he returned home. 

Liu Qingfeng knew that the position of the subsidiary company in the group was very important, and the 

headquarters was in Beijing. It was definitely a rare and lucrative position. In the past, he didn’t even 

dare to think about such a position, but he didn’t expect to get it. 

Naturally, Liu Qunfeng also told him that it was because Xia ruofei had strongly recommended him to 

the old man that the family had given him this opportunity and platform. 

Therefore, Liu Qingfeng was extremely grateful to Xia ruofei. After receiving the news that Xia ruofei 

was going back to Peach Blossom Island, he ran to the airport before dawn and waited on the tarmac for 

more than an hour, regardless of the strong wind on the island. 

Xia ruofei was slightly stunned. Then, he smiled.””This is what you deserve! Besides, your ability and 

quality are definitely worthy of the position they’ve given you. ” 

“Thank you for your encouragement!” Liu Qingfeng said. 

“By the way, although you’ve been assigned to your post, you can’t relax on the affairs of peach source 

Island! I won’t let you go until I’m done here!” Xia ruofei said half – jokingly,”it’s fine if you’re in Cao’s 

camp and your heart is in han, but you must be loyal to your duty.” 

“Don’t you worry about that!” Liu Qingfeng quickly said,”you know very well what kind of person I am. 

Everything I do must have a beginning and an end!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”alright, I’ve seen your intentions.” This wind is so strong, don’t stand here 

and let the cold wind blow. Hurry back to your posts and do what you should be doing!” 

Thus, the group of people left the airport by car. 

Liu Qingfeng and the others all returned to the project department building, and Tang Hu also directly 

went to the construction site. 



Xia ruofei sat in Li Yifu’s car and returned to the warehouse beside the airport. The warehouse had 

become the command center of the island transformation project. It was the actual Center of Paradise 

Island. As for the project department building, it was just a matter of daily administrative work. 

In the past two days, Liu Qingfeng had tried his best to persuade Li Yifu to move the island 

transformation command center to the project department building. 

However, Li Yifu knew that there were a lot of things that ordinary people couldn’t know about, so he 

still declined Liu Qingfeng’s good intentions and insisted on staying in the airport warehouse. 

The driver for them was benilatti, so Li Yifu didn’t have to avoid anything. In the car, he couldn’t wait to 

ask,””Martial granduncle, did everything go smoothly when you returned?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,””The fish has already taken the bait. With a push, the plan can be successfully 

implemented!” 

“That’s great!” Li Yifu slapped his thigh and said excitedly. 

Although Xia ruofei did not reveal his plan to him, he had a blind trust in Xia ruofei. Even if he knew that 

his opponent was a golden core cultivator, he had never doubted him. At most, he was a little worried. 

Xia ruofei said,”now, everything is going according to plan. You can’t drop the ball when you’re in charge 

of the transformation project.” Otherwise, no matter how smooth things are in the beginning, 

everything will be equal to zero!” 

“Don’t worry, senior granduncle!”Li Yifu said with a serious face. This disciple guarantees it with his 

head! I definitely won’t drop the ball!” 

“It’s not that exaggerated. I’ll also stay on Peach Blossom Island for a few days. If there’s anything I miss, 

I’ll remind you in time.” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“What’s the progress of the modification project?”he asked. 

“According to the construction plan you gave us, the brothers of the Hong sect have been divided into 

five teams and are working on the construction at the same time!” Li Yifu said,”I’m in charge of the 

entire transformation project with Tang Hu assisting me. In addition, each construction team has a 

special person in charge of commanding. The current progress of the project is faster than we expected. 

By a conservative estimate, it will definitely be completed within two to three days!” 

“Very good! I’ll go to all the locations and do a thorough check!” Xia ruofei said,”if there are any 

problems, we can fix them in time and try to complete the array in three days!” 

“Yes! Senior granduncle!” Li Yifu said. 

“Benilatti, did Wang Boshan contact you these two days?” Xia ruofei suddenly asked. 

Benilatti, who was driving, quickly said,””Mr. Xia, he didn’t contact me!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”if everything goes well, he’ll call you today ... Or tomorrow at the latest!” If 

he asks about my performance after I arrived at Peach Garden Island, just tell him that I didn’t even have 



time to rest when I got to Peach Garden Island. I immediately took a helicopter to the capital Island of 

agate Island!” 

“Yes, Mr. Xia, I’ll remember!” Beniladi said. 

“Of course, you can’t be too straightforward ...” Xia ruofei chuckled. 

“I understand! This is valuable information!” “Of course I can’t tell him for free!” Benilatti immediately 

said. 

“Smart!” Xia ruofei laughed and said,”in short, you have to act as yourself. You can’t let him have any 

doubts!” 

“Yes!” 

Xia ruofei then said to Li Yifu,””In order to prevent Wang Boshan from having eyes in the agate, I have to 

go to the capital Island today. Anyway, we will take root in the future, so it is necessary to build a good 

relationship with our neighbors. I will take it as a way to build up our relationship!” 

“Understood, then I’ll inform Liu Qingfeng and ask him to arrange a helicopter to get ready!” Li Yifu said. 

The warehouse was very close to the airport, and it didn’t take long for the car to arrive. 

This place was now heavily guarded, and without Li Yifu’s permission, Liu Qingfeng could not enter this 

area at will. 

Xia ruofei called the ponautu Minister of Internal Affairs, Evian, and expressed his intention to visit him. 

Evian readily agreed to Jian Jia’s request. He had received a lot of benefits from the Liu family over the 

years and knew that Chinese people were very generous. Xia ruofei was the new Master of Paradise 

Island, and there would be many opportunities for them to interact in the future. He naturally welcomed 

the other party to take the initiative to build a relationship. 

Although Evian was the Minister of Internal Affairs in name, in a poor country like carnade, he was not 

particularly busy with government affairs. Evian did not have any particularly important schedule in the 

morning, so the two sides agreed to meet in the morning. Evian also expressed that he hoped to have 

lunch with Xia ruofei. 

Hence, Xia ruofei gave benilatti a few more words of advice before driving to the project department 

building. 

After Liu Qingfeng received Li Yifu’s call, he immediately made arrangements. Now the helicopter was 

ready, and the pilot was still Wu Wenhan. 

After learning that Xia ruofei was going to visit Evian, Liu Qingfeng volunteered to accompany him. 

Although Liu Qingfeng was definitely not a mole, Xia ruofei did not want others to know the contents of 

his conversation with Evian, so he politely declined. 

He took Wu Wenhan’s helicopter and quickly arrived at evates Island, the capital Island of ponautu. 

Evian welcomed Xia ruofei warmly, and the two of them went to Evian’s office. 



Xia ruofei did not have any other purpose this time. It was purely to bond. 

Of course, if Wang Boshan had really planted a spy in the government department of Carnelian, he 

would get the news that Xia ruoxin had visited Evian as soon as she flew back to Paradise Island, and 

then they would have a discussion behind closed doors and have lunch together. 

This way, he was even more convinced that Xia ruofei was actively coordinating to get the official 

approval of the transfer of ownership of Peach Garden Island. 

The gift that Xia ruofei had prepared for Evian was not tea leaves or porcelain. It was a simple and crude 

check for 50000 US dollars. 

Evian saw the amount on the check and the smile on his face immediately became much warmer. The 

two of them had a good conversation and even had lunch together. Evian also patted his chest and 

promised that if Paradise Island needed the official help of the Cornelian Empire, he would spare no 

effort. 

Naturally, Xia ruofei also expressed his thanks. 

After lunch, Xia ruofei took a helicopter back to Peach Blossom Island. 

... 

He didn’t even take a break. Accompanied by Li Yifu and Tang Hu, he immediately began to patrol the 

locations where construction had been completed. 

Chapter 2703 Success (1) 

After going around all the points, Xia ruofei was very satisfied. 

Li Yifu’s cultivation level might still be relatively low, so he couldn’t be of much help when facing a 

strong opponent, but he was very good at carrying out tasks. He had indeed completed the tasks 

assigned to him meticulously. 

The partial transformation of the Peach Blossom Island could be said to be a slight change that would 

affect the entire Island. No deviation was allowed at any point, or else it would have a large or small 

impact on the formation. 

Hence, Xia ruofei’s construction plan was extremely detailed. 

Even so, he was still a little worried. After all, the plan was executed by humans, and as long as it was 

done by humans, there would inevitably be mistakes. 

But today, Xia ruofei had inspected every place and did not find any mistakes. The position, size, depth, 

and the placement of materials were all in accordance with the construction plan without any deviation. 

It was clear how much effort Li Yifu had put in these few days. 

Xia ruofei looked at Li Yifu with satisfaction and said,””Foster husband, you’ve done your job very well, 

even beyond my imagination! Very good!” 

“Senior granduncle,” Li Yifu replied humbly.”I can’t help much. I can only do my best!” 



Xia ruofei sighed.”Do your best. It’s easy to say these words. How many people can really do these 

words to the extreme?” 

Then, Xia ruofei said,”foster husband, don’t worry. All your efforts will not go to waste. The Peach 

Blossom Island is my opportunity. It’s also your opportunity.” After the situation here has stabilized, you 

can stay permanently on the Peach Blossom Island! In terms of cultivation, I will also guide you with all 

my heart. I can’t guarantee anything else, but I can definitely help you break through the shackles of the 

Qi refining stage!” 

Li Yifu’s entire body trembled as he said with tears in his eyes,””This disciple will never forget the great 

kindness of martial granduncle! In this life, I will follow martial granduncle’s lead!” 

If it weren’t for the brothers of the Hong sect working not far away, Li Yifu would have knelt on the 

ground. 

His path of cultivation had been too difficult. Before he met Xia ruofei, he had only managed to reach 

refined Qi Level 3 after decades of painstaking effort. After that, Xia ruofei casually gave him a few 

pointers and he broke through to refined Qi Level 4. Although this was also due to the accumulation of 

resources, without Xia ruofei’s guidance, it would not be easy to change from quantity to quality. 

Later on, Xia ruofei even gave him a spiritual crystal and guided him on his cultivation a few times. As a 

result, his cultivation speed suddenly increased. He was almost 90 years old. Even if a cultivator’s body 

was stronger than an ordinary person ‘s, it was inevitable that his vitality would start to weaken. It was 

basically impossible for him to improve his cultivation. However, with Xia ruofei’s help, he was now 

close to touching the bottleneck of refined Qi Level 5. 

In the past, Li Yifu didn’t even dare to think about it. 

Now that Xia ruofei had obtained such a great opportunity on the Peach Blossom Island, he did not 

forget about him and even promised to let him stay on the island permanently. To him, this was a God – 

given opportunity. If what Xia ruofei said was true, breaking through the shackles of the Qi refining stage 

meant a complete transformation. He would have a chance to live again and his lifespan would be 

greatly extended. 

Thinking of this, Li Yifu couldn’t help but tremble with excitement. 

Xia ruofei could understand Li Yifu’s feelings. He patted Li Yifu’s shoulder and said,””Foster husband, you 

and I are from the same sect, and my seniority is higher than yours. As a senior in the sect, it’s only right 

for me to think a little more for you.” 

Seeing Li Yifu open his mouth, Xia ruofei smiled and waved his hand, saying,””Alright, alright! Work hard 

first! Let’s settle this crisis first, or else everything will be equal to zero. ” 

“Yes, martial granduncle!” Li Yifu lowered his head and said. 

There were some things that did not need to be said. Li Yifu did not say anything more, but in his heart, 

he already regarded Xia ruofei as the person he respected the most. He also secretly made up his mind 

that if his grand uncle – Master really encountered any danger in this crisis, he would risk his life to 

protect his grand uncle – Master even if his cultivation was low. 



Xia ruofei went back to the warehouse next to the airport alone, while Li Yifu stayed at the construction 

site. He had been like this most of the time these days, personally watching over everything, no matter 

big or small. 

…… 

Just as Xia ruofei had expected, Wang Boshan called benilatti in the afternoon. 

Benilatti followed Xia ruofei’s instructions and hung up the phone nervously. After more than an hour, 

he returned Wang Boshan’s call. 

“Mr. Wang, it wasn’t convenient to answer the phone just now.” “Our boss is back,” benilatti said.”He 

might be busy for the next few days. It’s best to send me a text first. I’ll call you back when it’s 

convenient.” 

Wang Boshan said,”I’m sorry ... You didn’t raise any suspicion, did you?” 

Benilatti said in a proud tone,””How could the boss suspect me? And it’s all up to me to deal with the 

local people of carnaught. At this time, boss ...” 

Halfway through, benilatti suddenly stopped and asked in a playful manner,””Mr. Wang, is there 

anything good that you’re looking for me for this time?” 

Wang Boshan said,”I still want to know more about Xia ruofei’s situation. He should have returned to 

Paradise Island today, right?” Where has he gone, who has he met, what has he done, as long as it’s 

related to him, I want to know. “ 

Chapter 2704 Successful (2) 

“No problem!” Benilatti said. The boss thinks highly of me now and basically takes me with him 

wherever he goes, so you’ve found the right person! I can definitely provide first – hand information. 

But ... The price ...” 

Wang Boshan snorted and said,”when have I ever treated you badly?” You should have received the 

reward from last time, right? Are you satisfied?” 

Benilatti immediately said with a smile,””I’m satisfied! He was satisfied! Of course I’m satisfied! Mr. 

Wang, then this time ...” 

“As long as the information is useful to me, the reward this time will be more than the last time!” Wang 

Boshan said. 

Now was the crucial moment, Wang Boshan naturally would not be stingy with this small amount of 

money. Moreover, bainilatti was a mole who sold information. Giving him more money would not 

arouse suspicion like Xia ruofei. According to bainilatti’s greedy nature, he would only work harder to 

collect information. 

Sure enough, after Wang Boshan said this, he heard bainilatti happily say,””Boss Wang is really 

straightforward! It’s been a pleasure working with you!” 

“Let’s not waste time. Tell me what Xia ruofei did today!” Wang Boshan said indifferently. 



“Alright! Alright!” Benilatti said,”Mr. Wang, you’ve found the right person. My boss took me to the 

capital Island on a helicopter as soon as he got off the plane today, so you can only ask me to 

understand the situation clearly. No one else knows!” 

“He went to Evarts Island?” Wang Boshan’s heart was slightly happy, and he asked without changing his 

expression,”tell me in detail what he did!” 

“The boss has an appointment with ponautu’s Minister of the Interior, Evian.” “The boss also 

accidentally revealed that he prepared a check for 50000 US dollars as a gift when he went to see 

Evian,” said benilatti. The two of them had a long private conversation in eviern s office before they had 

lunch together. However, I didn’t get close to them, so I don’t know the specific content of the 

conversation. ” 

Wang Boshan was deep in thought and said in his heart,”It seemed that this kid didn’t suspect anything. 

He probably went to Peach Blossom Island to coordinate the transfer of ownership of the island. It was 

impossible to give 50000 dollars as a gift if it was a daily relationship ... But if he could make billions of 

dollars immediately, it was reasonable to invest a little money to make things go smoothly ... 

“Mr. Wang! Mr. Wang!” Seeing that Wang Boshan had suddenly lost his voice, benilati could not help 

but call out. 

Wang Boshan came back to his senses and said,”beniladi, your information is very useful to me.” Your 

pay will be transferred to your account today. You can Check and Collect it when you have time. ” 

Beniladi was overjoyed and quickly said,””Thank you! Thank you! Mr. Wang, you’re too generous!” 

“I need to know everything about Xia ruofei.” Wang Boshan said and then added,”money is not a 

problem!” 

“Understood!” “I’ll definitely do everything I can to record his whereabouts!” Benilati said in a greedy 

tone. Mr. Wang, I can give you another piece of information. ” 

“Oh? Tell me about it. ” Wang Boshan said. 

“Originally, there were still some unfinished projects on the island. In addition, after boss took over the 

peach source Island, he also made some changes to the island according to his own preferences. 

However, after he returned from Evarts Island, he had the island’s construction team stop. Everyone is 

waiting for the news!” Beniladi said. 

When Wang Boshan heard this, he felt even more at ease. This is right! Since the island was going to be 

sold, there was no point in the renovation. Xia ruofei would not waste money. 

“Very good!” Wang Boshan said,”benilatti, keep a close eye on Xia ruofei for the next two days. If you 

find anything useful or abnormal, you can contact me at any time! I won’t shortchange you in terms of 

price!” 

“Alright! Alright!” Benilatti nodded and said,”thank you, Mr. Wang! Thank you, Mr. Wang!” 

After hanging up the phone, benilatti immediately looked at Xia ruofei with a flattering expression and 

asked,””Master, what do you think of my response? There shouldn’t be any problems, right?” 



Li Yifu stared at the construction site. Now, there were only Xia ruofei and benilatti in the warehouse, so 

he consciously changed the way he addressed Xia ruofei to “master.” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,””Not bad! I think you have a talent for acting. You can try the entertainment 

route in the future!” 

Benilatti said awkwardly,””Master, I’m only willing to serve you. I’m not interested in anything else.” 

Xia ruofei smiled noncommittally and said,””You can leave first! I’m going to get busy. ” 

He knew that bainilatti’s loyalty was completely based on the soul seal. Without the soul seal, with 

bainilatti’s profit – seeking nature, as long as he was given enough money, he would even sell his 

ancestral grave. How could there be any loyalty? 

…… 

In the next two days, the island’s transformation was carried out in full swing. 

Li Yifu was still monitoring the progress of the project without rest, while Xia ruofei was relatively idle. 

In addition to checking if the newly built parts met the requirements of the array, he spent most of his 

time in the warehouse practicing the Kasaya. Although the possibility of breaking through the shackles 

of the refinement stage in just a few days was not great, it could improve his cultivation a little. In the 

upcoming face – to – Face confrontation, the confidence of winning would be greater. 

As for benilatti, it followed Xia ruofei’s instructions and took the initiative to report the situation to 

Wang Boshan. 

His report was naturally prepared by Xia ruofei in advance. It was nothing more than frequent contact 

with the Carnelian politicians and all the workers on leave to be on standby. 

In short, it was to create an impression for Wang Boshan. Xia ruofei had already decided not to play and 

was very active in coordinating various relationships in terms of the agate map to pave the way for the 

transfer of ownership of the island. 

On the evening of the second day, Xia ruofei sat in the warehouse after dinner and studied a Formation 

Manual in his mind. Other than cultivation, he would also study some formations manuals from time to 

time. His goal was to improve his formation skills as much as possible so that he could better control the 

Taixu xuanqing formation. 

Just as Xia ruofei was engrossed in his book, Li Yifu pushed open the door and walked in. 

He looked a little Haggard, his hair and beard were not trimmed, and his temperament seemed a little 

decadent. 

However, Xia ruofei could feel Li Yifu’s excitement when he looked up. 

Xia ruofei’s eyes brightened. He smiled and asked,”Foster husband, could it be ... That it’s all finished?” 

Li Yifu said somewhat excitedly,”senior granduncle, this disciple was fortunate to have not failed you!” 

Martial granduncle, please go and inspect it!” 



Xia ruofei couldn’t sit still anymore. He stood up and said,””Let’s go and take a look!” 

Accompanied by Li Yifu, Xia ruofei quickly went through all the points that he had not checked. He 

checked all the points according to the construction plan meticulously. 

He was still very satisfied with the results. He didn’t find any errors or deviations. 

Li Yifu had spent four to five days to perfectly realize Xia ruofei’s construction plan in reality. 

“Grand uncle – Master, since all the modifications have been completed, can we ...” Li Yifu asked with 

anticipation. 

Xia ruofei nodded slightly.”Theoretically, yes. However, we still need to verify whether it will work or not 

... It’s still a little early now. Come with me and try to activate the array at midnight!” 

“Yes!” Li Yifu said excitedly. 

Since the modification was complete and the core formation plate was ready, one master and one 

backup, there was no room for error. Hence, after Xia ruofei was sure that there were no problems with 

the renovation project, he immediately started to prepare for the midnight array verification ... 

Chapter 2705 The great array is activated (1) 

The first thing Xia ruofei did was to call Liu Qingfeng and ask him to arrange for all the staff to leave their 

posts and gather in the project department building. 

The project department building was designed to receive guests. In addition, there were not many 

employees left. Including the management level, there were only about 50 people, so it was completely 

able to accommodate them. 

In addition, there were only a few posts on the peach source Island that required people to be on duty 

at night. Most of them were at the airport, dock, and other places. There was actually nothing much to 

do during the duty because there were very few foreign planes and ships entering the port. Therefore, it 

was not a problem for people to leave for one night. 

At this time, Liu Qingfeng was at the peak of his enthusiasm. As for Xia ruofei’s order, he didn’t ask for 

the reason at all. Without the slightest hesitation, he immediately expressed his determination to carry 

it out and said that he would not miss a single person and would gather them all in the project 

department building. 

Then, Xia ruofei called the mercenary group stationed on Peach Blossom Island and told them that there 

was an important event tonight. He also asked Jonathan to restrain his troops and soldiers from leaving 

the base without permission. Otherwise, they would be responsible for any problems. 

Jonathan didn’t think much of Xia ruofei’s call, but since Xia ruofei was the employer, he agreed to it for 

the sake of US dollars. 

Of course, the most important thing was that Peach Blossom Island was isolated from the sea and there 

was no entertainment on the island. Who would be stupid enough to run around in the middle of the 

night if they didn’t stay in the barracks? 



After informing the Liu family’s employees and the mercenaries, Xia ruofei asked Tang Hu to call back all 

the brothers from the Hong sect. No one was left at the construction site. 

Xia ruofei also told Tang Hu not to leave the temporary housing area tonight. 

Regarding Xia ruofei’s order, Tang Hu naturally wouldn’t have any hesitation and immediately carried it 

out resolutely. 

Li Yifu watched as Xia ruofei made phone calls one after another. He was getting more and more 

excited. He had been on edge these days and had been busy until now. Wasn’t it all for this moment? 

After Xia ruofei finished the call, he looked at Li Yifu and couldn’t help but find it funny that this 90 – 

year – old Grand – disciple of his had completely lost the steadiness that an old man of his age should 

have. He was like an impatient young man who could not sit still. 

“Foster husband, it’s still early!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”you haven’t rested for the past few days. Go 

back and rest. I’ll wake you up in the middle of the night!” 

“Senior granduncle, how can I sleep at this time ...” Li Yifu said with a bitter smile,”you’re the one who 

can keep calm ...” 

“If you can’t sleep, go out and take a walk. At the same time, see if there are any other people waiting 

outside.” Xia ruofei said,”I’m going to sleep for a while!” 

“Yes!” Li Yifu quickly replied. In that case, have a good rest, martial granduncle. This disciple will go and 

patrol the area!” 

Li Yifu bowed slightly to Xia ruofei and strode away. 

Xia ruofei smiled and shook his head. He turned around and got into the car as well, driving in the 

direction of the Sosnovka Military Base’s warehouse. 

Xia ruofei was also very excited, but it was not to the extent that he could not sleep. 

After returning to the warehouse at the airport, Xia ruofei took out the core array disc and some 

supplementary materials from the spirit map space and put them into a backpack. 

Then, he went to his military bed and lay down in his clothes. After a while, he began to snore softly. 

Xia ruofei opened his eyes at around one in the morning. 

He sat up and saw Li Yifu, who was not sleepy at all, sitting in the dark not far away. Li Yifu was very 

careful to keep quiet, probably because he was worried about disturbing his rest. 

Hearing the sound of Xia ruofei waking up, Li Yifu quickly looked over and whispered,””Senior 

granduncle, you’re awake?” 

Xia ruofei stretched his back and said,””You really stayed up for half the night ... You’re good!” 

Li Yifu laughed in embarrassment and said,””This disciple really couldn’t sleep. I’ve embarrassed myself 

in front of martial granduncle ...” 

“Let’s go! Let’s go!” Xia ruofei said,”whether we can succeed or not depends on this one move!” 



Li Yifu’s spirit was immediately lifted and he said,””Yes! Senior granduncle!” 

After the door of the warehouse was opened, the two of them walked out quietly. Then, they crossed 

the cordon guarded by several disciples of the Hong sect without anyone knowing and met the 

practitioners who were deliberately hiding their tracks. It was impossible for ordinary people to find 

their traces. 

The two of them didn’t drive. After crossing the warning line, they flew directly to the west side of the 

island to remind Xia ruofei that he needed to set up the core array board. The location of the array 

board had been determined long ago. It was on the west side of the island, about 500 meters away from 

the seaside cliff. 

At this point, Xia ruofei had already set up a solid concrete house. It was completed on the first day by 

the brothers of the Hong sect. 

Although the cement was not completely dry yet, it did not affect its use. 

The two of them were both cultivators, so their speed was naturally very fast. Of course, Xia ruofei could 

still suppress his speed. Otherwise, Li Yifu would not be able to keep up even if he used all his strength. 

After a while, the two of them arrived in front of the cement house. 

Li Yifu already knew all the modification locations by heart, so he understood the moment he arrived. He 

asked,””Martial granduncle, is this where the core of the formation should be placed?” 

Chapter 2706  The great formation is activated (2) 

  "That's right!"Xia ruofei nodded. 

  "This place is too close to the sea. Will the safety of the future ..." Li Yifu could not help but ask. 

  Xia ruofei smiled and said,"foster husband, don't get your thoughts wrong." Once the formation is 

activated, the entire Taixu xuanqing formation is a single entity, both at the edge and the center ... 

Furthermore, in theory, the closer you are to the core of the formation, the stronger the defense. There 

is no need to worry about the safety here. " 

  "Yes, martial granduncle!" Li Yifu accepted the lesson with an open mind. 

  "Let's go in!" Xia ruofei said casually. 

  The two of them walked into the small cement house. They were both cultivators, so they didn't need 

to light up a lamp to see everything in the house. 

  Of course, the furnishings in the house were quite simple. To be precise, there was almost nothing. It 

was a single - story house with only one door and no windows. There was nothing in the house. 

  The only difference was that the floor of the house was made of a whole piece of green jade. If one 

were to use their spiritual power to scan it, they would discover that the interior of the green jade was 

as smooth as a mirror, and there were many mysterious array patterns scattered all over it. 

  These array patterns converged from the surroundings to the center, and in the center of this green 

jade, a circular groove had been dug out. 



  In addition, there were three small round holes around the groove. If the three holes were connected 

with a line, they would form a standard equilateral triangle. 

  When this piece of green jade was transported from the United States, it was still a whole piece of flat 

green jade. The grooves and small holes were personally processed by Xia ruofei on Peach Blossom 

Island. The array pattern inside the green jade was naturally personally carved by Xia ruofei. 

  Although these array patterns were profound and complex, the difference in level between them and 

the core array disc was not just a little. It was like the difference between heaven and earth. 

  Xia ruofei casually placed his backpack on the ground and took out the core array disc. After a moment 

of silence, he placed the array disc into the groove. 

  As a cultivator, Xia ruofei's precision in processing this kind of material was naturally very high. The size 

of the array disc was just right for the reserved groove. There was no obstruction when he put it in and it 

was perfectly fitted. 

  Li Yifu stood at the side and watched Xia ruofei's every move nervously. He didn't even dare to breathe. 

  However, he noticed that there was no change after he put the array disc in. He couldn't help but feel 

apprehensive. 

  Just then, Xia ruofei took out three crystals from his backpack with a pained expression and mumbled 

to himself,""I'm really going all out this time. I hope that the star Seizer sect's assets are rich enough. 

Otherwise, I'm going to suffer a huge loss ..." 

  Li Yifu was speechless. The star Seizer sect was led by an Aurous core stage cultivator, but his grand 

uncle - Master actually treated them as his own property, as if the star Seizer sect's assets had already 

been reserved by him. 

  Of course, Li Yifu had blind trust in Xia ruofei. Although he was shocked, he didn't think that Xia ruofei 

was being arrogant. On the contrary, he felt a sense of heroism. 

  Xia ruofei took out three pieces of origin crystals. These were treasures that were much more precious 

than spiritual crystals. Even golden core cultivators could use them to cultivate. If a Qi refining cultivator 

used them, one piece of origin crystal was enough to support him until he reached Qi refining level 9. 

Now that he had to take out three pieces at once, Xia ruofei's heart naturally ached. 

  In the activation stage, the spiritual energy of the array did not come out of thin air. To activate such a 

huge array, the consumption of spiritual energy was naturally huge. If an ordinary spirit gathering array 

was used, it would take a lot of time to gather the spiritual energy needed to activate the array. 

  If not for the star Seizer sect incident, Xia ruofei could have set up an energy - gathering formation and 

let it slowly absorb the spiritual Qi of heaven and earth. Then, he could gather it at the core of the 

formation and continuously compress and purify it. When it reached the standard to activate the 

formation, he could activate it. 

  Once the formation was activated, it would naturally absorb the surrounding spiritual energy. Not only 

would it satisfy the needs of the formation, but it would also increase the density of the spiritual energy 

on the entire Peach Blossom Island, eventually turning it into a paradise for cultivation. 



  However, this method of activation was obviously not suitable now, because the efficiency was too 

low. 

  If he wanted to scheme against the people of the star Seizer sect, he would have to activate the 

formation in an instant. 

  The only thing that could meet this requirement was origin crystals. 

  Hence, in this sense, these three origin crystals had really been used up because of the star Seizer sect's 

interference. It was not unreasonable for Xia ruofei to put the blame on the star Seizer sect. 

  Of course, there was an even more important point. When the formation was first activated, it would 

not be able to gather too much spiritual Qi. When dealing with the star Seizer sect, one would need to 

use the formation's ability to trap and even kill the enemy, and these abilities would also consume a 

large amount of spiritual Qi. 

  Therefore, origin crystals were necessary as a reserve of energy. Once the spiritual Qi absorbed by the 

formation was insufficient, it could be immediately absorbed from origin crystals to ensure that the 

various functions of the formation could continue to function. 

  Most of the array runes that Xia ruofei had carved on the green jade were designed to transform the 

spiritual energy. 

  The principle was a bit similar to a hybrid car. When there was a lack of power or when climbing a hill 

or accelerating required more power, the car would automatically use fuel to achieve seamless 

connection and switching. 

  Xia ruofei inserted the crystals into the three holes and checked them carefully. After making sure that 

there were no mistakes, he took a deep breath and controlled a stream of spiritual energy to enter the 

core of the array board. He gently touched one of the nodes of the array pattern ... 

  It was as if the ignition switch of a rocket had been pressed. Rays of light lit up on the array pattern, 

and like a fire Dragon, they quickly spread towards the three origin crystals. 

  In the blink of an eye, the origin crystal was lit up. 

center of the array disc was as dazzling as the sun. 
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  The light emitted by that point was so bright that no one dared to look at it directly. A huge 

amount   Incomparably pure spiritual Qi was continuously absorbed from the origin crystals, and 

gathered towards the core array disc through the array Dao patterns. 

  The extremely complicated array patterns on the core array disc also lit up all of a sudden. The center 

of the array disc was as dazzling as the sun. 

  The light emitted by that point was so bright that no one dared to look at it directly. A huge amount of 

energy was still gathering, and the light in the center was getting brighter and brighter. Soon, a ray of 

light shot into the sky. The roof of the concrete house did not block this invisible light at all, and the light 

directly rushed out of the house. 



  Xia ruofei had already brought Li Yifu outside the house. As soon as the two of them walked out, they 

saw nine spots on the Paradise Island Light up as if they were responding to the light from the core array 

board. 

  The nine positions were where Xia ruofei had placed the nine Jade pillars. 

  The closest one to this side was naturally the Jade pillar on the Western side of the cliff. 

  Then, Xia ruofei and Li Yifu felt the power of heaven and earth being activated. The entire Paradise 

Island seemed to be shaking. 

  Of course, only cultivators could observe such a phenomenon. Ordinary people might be 

subconsciously shocked at this moment, but they would not be able to see anything with the naked eye. 

  The entire process was actually very fast. From the moment Xia ruofei activated the core array disc to 

the nine Jade pillars responding to each other, it only took a few seconds. 

  After the heaven and earth powers were drawn in, it was like a huge millstone that slowly turned. 

Under this mighty force, even the sea stopped roaring. The waves seemed to be suppressed, and the 

constant sound of the waves crashing against the shore disappeared without a trace. 

  After about two seconds, Xia ruofei seemed to hear a loud boom. Then, a huge film of light appeared 

out of thin air and covered the entire peach source Island. 

  The surrounding spiritual energy gathered at an extremely fast speed. Immediately after, the core array 

disc stopped absorbing energy from origin crystals and turned to absorb the spiritual energy. 

  The entire conversion process was extremely smooth. The light membrane did not tremble at all, and 

could be said to be a seamless connection. 

  The sound of the waves, the chirping of the insects, and the sea breeze were all blocked out. The Peach 

Blossom Island had never been so quiet before. 

  Xia ruofei released his spiritual power to his heart's content. With his spiritual power cultivation of the 

spirit gathering realm, he could almost cover the entire Island. 

  He silently felt every detail of the great array. Li Yifu, who was standing beside him, was already 

shocked by the great power of this natural great array. He looked at everything in front of him with a 

dumbfounded expression, unable to say a word. 

  After a long time, Xia ruofei retracted his spiritual power and said with a smile,""Adopted husband, it 

seems to have succeeded!" 

Chapter 2707 Let’s start then (1) 

Li Yifu was also trembling with excitement. In fact, Xia ruofei did not need to confirm it personally. Just 

the spiritual energy that was gathering quickly was enough to prove that the Taixu xuanqing formation 

had been activated. After all, this was the core of the formation, and naturally, it was the place with the 

densest spiritual energy. 



In fact, even if ordinary people couldn’t see the existence of the array with their naked eyes, they could 

still feel comfortable after the spiritual energy gathered here. If it continued to gather spiritual energy 

for a long time, people who lived here for a long time would be even more healthy, immune to all 

diseases, and have no problem living for a long time. 

Of course, spirit gathering was only a small part of the function of the Taixu xuanqing formation. This 

was a sect – protecting formation. It was estimated that in the current cultivation world on earth, there 

were not many sect – protecting formations of the same level as the Taixu xuanqing formation. 

Thus, this was a comprehensive formation. It contained spirit gathering, trapping, killing, hallucinating ... 

There were many effects, and the complexity of it was self – evident. 

If it was not a naturally formed formation, it would be impossible for Xia ruofei to set up the Taixu 

xuanqing formation with his spiritual power cultivation and array Dao. It was already very difficult for 

him to repair and trigger the natural array. 

Furthermore, to set up the void clarity formation out of thin air would require a huge amount of 

resources. Xia ruofei’s current wealth was not bad. He had enough spiritual crystals and origin crystals 

for his own cultivation. He could also provide cultivation resources for the people around him. However, 

if he wanted to set up the void clarity formation, this little amount of resources was not even a drop in 

the bucket. 

Therefore, the preciousness of this Grand array could also be seen at a glance. 

This was also the reason why Xia ruofei would rather fight to the death with a cultivation sect with an 

Aurous core stage cultivator in charge than to give up Paradise Island. 

Xia ruofei used his heart to feel it and then said to Li Yifu,””Foster husband, you stay here and don’t run 

around. I want to check the surroundings! By the way, you can directly cultivate here for a while. The 

current spiritual Qi concentration is not bad. ” 

“Yes, martial granduncle!” Li Yifu replied. 

He knew that he didn’t understand this big array at all. If he ran around rashly, he would probably 

attract the attack of the array. He was a low – Level cultivator of the fourth Qi layer. He probably 

wouldn’t even have the chance to Dodge and would be directly blown into pieces. 

Xia ruofei’s figure flashed and he flew towards the West. 

Li Yifu also sat down cross – legged and began to cultivate. 

Xia ruofei had personally designed and activated the formation. These days, in order to activate the 

formation, he knew the internal structure of the Taixu xuanqing formation like the back of his hand. 

Furthermore, he had personally built the core of the formation. He could directly communicate with the 

formation plate from any position in the formation. Therefore, he would not be in any danger even if he 

walked sideways in the formation. 

Xia ruofei went to the cliff on the west side of the island and sat down cross – legged, then started to 

examine the various functions of the Taixu xuanqing formation. 



A trapping array could form a maze or a foggy area, causing the cultivators who were trapped in it to be 

like headless flies, unable to leave. As for using force to break the formation, of course, it was not 

impossible. The premise was that one’s cultivation must be able to compete with the entire Taixu 

xuanqing formation. This was because the formation was endless and the energy was constantly 

flowing. There was not much difference between attacking one point and attacking the entire 

formation. It was hard to say if there were any cultivators on earth who could break the Taixu xuanqing 

formation with one blow, but at least Aurous core stage cultivators could not do it. 

Killing array, as the name suggests, when a cultivator is trapped in the array, he will trigger all kinds of 

attacks. These attacks are impossible to guard against, and the power is also controllable. The explosive 

attack naturally consumes spiritual energy. As long as there is enough spiritual energy, even a golden 

core cultivator can’t handle it. 

Once a cultivator fell into a maze, they would fall into a randomly generated illusion. The most terrifying 

thing was that the array would unknowingly trigger the cultivator’s inner demons. If the cultivator’s 

mind was not strong enough, they would even directly fall into a state of madness. 

These formations weren’t limited to a certain area, and could completely change positions according to 

the user’s will. 

Even arrays could be randomly combined and superimposed. For example, a maze array and a killing 

array could be combined into a maze killing array. The degree of danger would suddenly rise. When a 

cultivator fell into an illusion, it was impossible to judge whether the attack they suffered was illusory or 

real. Moreover, in the situation where they were distracted, it was difficult to not be hit by an attack 

when it suddenly descended. 

There was also a trap and kill array formed by a trap array and a kill array, which had a similar effect. 

Xia ruofei sat on the ground and kept communicating with the core array board. He tried out all kinds of 

arrays. 

Of course, he didn’t have masochistic tendencies, so he naturally wouldn’t direct these formations 

towards himself. He only observed the effects of the formations up close. 

Then, Xia ruofei personally went to all directions of the Paradise Island and checked every key point of 

the formation. 

He was quite satisfied with the results. Basically, he had achieved his expected results, and some of 

them were even better than he had expected. 

After all, formations were naturally formed by the mighty power of heaven and earth. With his array 

Dao level, it was impossible for him to completely and flawlessly calculate the effects of the real 

formation after it was activated. 

Chapter 2708 Let’s start then (2) 

Of course, even if they didn’t make any adjustments, it wouldn’t affect the operation of the entire 

formation. It might be slightly delayed at some nodes, but the overall power wouldn’t be reduced by 

much. 



However, since Xia ruofei had discovered it, he would have to adjust it. After all, no one would complain 

about the power of their formation. Not to mention that the array would soon welcome a wave of tests. 

The closer the array was to perfection, the more capital he had. 

Hence, Xia ruofei silently noted down the few areas that needed to be modified. Then, his figure flashed 

and he flew towards the cement room where the core array disc was placed. 

Li Yifu was still sitting cross – legged on the ground, completely immersed in his cultivation state. 

Even though Xia ruofei did not want to disturb Li Yifu’s cultivation, he only hesitated for a moment 

before he shot a wisp of spiritual energy into the core array board and stopped the operation of the 

array immediately. 

After the Taixu xuanqing formation stopped, the surrounding spiritual energy lost the support and 

supplement of the formation, and the concentration of spiritual energy naturally dropped rapidly. 

Li Yifu soon felt that his spiritual energy had become impure, and he naturally left his cultivation state. 

When he opened his eyes, he saw that Xia ruofei had already taken out the core array disc and the three 

crystals. 

Li Yifu quickly stood up and bowed to Xia ruofei.””Senior granduncle, you’re back!” 

Xia ruofei nodded.”Adopted husband, in order to prevent the star Seizer sect from sending people to 

spy on us from the outside, the Taixu xuanqing formation can not be used for long periods of time. I 

stopped the formation.” 

“I’m fine! I’m fine!” Li Yifu quickly said,”I also think that it’ll be a waste if I don’t cultivate with such a 

high concentration of spirit Qi ...” 

“Mm! After getting rid of the hidden danger of the star Seizer sect, I can cultivate at any time and place 

in the future!” Xia ruofei said,”that’s why we’re not in a hurry.” 

“I understand, martial granduncle!” Li Yifu said. Then, he quickly asked,”by the way, senior granduncle, 

you’ve checked the array just now. Is there any problem with it?” 

Xia ruofei said,”overall, the effect is better than I expected.” A formation at the level of the Taixu 

xuanqing formation was indeed worthy of its reputation! However, I’ve also discovered that there are a 

few areas that need to be adjusted. Let’s go back first, and I’ll immediately list out the details of the 

adjustments for you. Tomorrow morning, you can arrange for the brothers of the Hong sect to complete 

it. ” 

“Alright, martial granduncle!” Li Yifu replied without hesitation. 

“The adjustments aren’t big. It should be completed soon.” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”after the 

adjustment, the power of the formation can be increased by at least five to ten percent! I’ve personally 

gone to test the various changes of the formation. Even an Aurous core stage cultivator would find it 

difficult to escape, unless he has some life – saving means!” 

“That’s great! Senior granduncle!” Li Yifu said excitedly,”this way, the star Seizer sect can’t do anything 

to us!” 



Xia ruofei nodded and said,”I didn’t see the star Seizer sect as a big threat to begin with. Actually, I’m 

more worried about this news. If it’s leaked and spread to the cultivation world, we’ll be in deep 

trouble.” If one or two nascent soul eccentrics are drawn out, the current strength of the formation may 

not be able to stop them ...” 

“Yup!” Li Yifu had lived for almost ninety years. Naturally, it was easy for him to figure out the key to the 

problem.”However, the issue is beyond our control. I hope that the star Seizer sect will keep the news to 

a relatively small extent for their own interests!” 

“We can only bet like this now.” Xia ruofei said calmly,”regardless of whether this news has been leaked 

or not, the star Seizer sect is still a problem that must be resolved! Let’s go back first! Adjust the 

formation to its best condition tomorrow and welcome our ‘guest’!” 

“Yes! Senior granduncle!” Li Yifu said. 

The two of them quickly returned to the warehouse in the airport without anyone noticing. Although it 

was already the second half of the night, the two of them were not sleepy at all. 

They sat under the table lamp. Xia ruofei held the original construction plan and used a red pen to mark 

the positions that needed to be changed as he explained to Li Yifu. Li Yifu listened attentively and 

nodded from time to time to show that he understood. 

There were a total of five areas that needed to be adjusted, and the changes weren’t very big. Some 

were to increase the depth of the materials by ten centimeters, some were to adjust the position by one 

or two degrees, and some were to add one or two materials. In short, they were all relatively simple to 

operate. 

After listening to the story, Li Yifu said without hesitation,””Senior granduncle, we’ll definitely be able to 

finish adjusting it within half a day!” 

“Good! I’ll leave it to you guys!” Xia ruofei said,”tomorrow, I will personally check the position of each 

adjustment! Go and rest first. Only by recuperating will you be able to better deal with the incoming 

enemies!” 

“Yes! Senior granduncle!” Li Yifu put away the construction plan, walked to the other side, and lay down 

to sleep. 

Xia ruofei also fell asleep on the military bed and soon fell asleep. 

The next day, after breakfast, Li Yifu led his brothers to the few points that needed to be adjusted and 

made changes. 

Xia ruofei sat in the warehouse, going through the entire plan in his mind several times to make sure 

that there were no obvious flaws. 

At around 10 am, Li Yifu came to the warehouse in high spirits and reported to Xia ruofei that the five 

areas that needed to be adjusted had been completed. 

Xia ruofei personally went to the Five Points to make sure that there were no mistakes in the 

adjustments. If there were any mistakes during the adjustments, it might affect the formation greatly. It 



would be better if they did not make any adjustments. In serious cases, the formation might not even be 

able to be activated. Hence, Xia ruofei did not dare to be careless. 

After confirming, Xia ruofei finally revealed a satisfied smile. 

This time, there was no need to activate the formation to test it. Xia ruofei was 100% sure that the 

formation would be activated after the adjustment and its power would increase by a lot. 

After returning to the warehouse, Xia ruofei called Li Yifu and benilatti over and said with bright 

eyes,””Now, everything is ready, but we’re just short of the crucial wind! It’s time to start our plan!” 

Li Yifu and benilatti both looked excited. They had prepared for so long just for this day. 

Xia ruofei looked at Li Yifu and said,””Foster husband, you’re in charge of the personnel. This time, 

whether it’s the employees of Paradise Island or the brothers of the Hong sect, all of you are to go to the 

shelter at Qingyun mountain. No one is allowed to leave without orders.” 

Back then, the Liu family had used the green cloud Island as the family’s last barrier, so not only had 

they equipped the island with advanced weapons and equipment, but they had also dug out the inside 

of the only small hill on the island and built a solid shelter. 

The construction standards of this Fallout Shelter were quite high, and it could even be preserved in a 

nuclear attack and isolate radiation. 

The space in the shelter was enough to accommodate the members of the Hong sect and the employees 

of Paradise Island. There was also sufficient food, drinking water, and other supplies. The shelter was 

originally built to avoid the disaster, so it was natural that these supplies were fully prepared. 

Although this was a bit of a restriction on personal freedom, there was Tang Hu in the Hong sect and Liu 

Qingfeng in the Liu family’s staff. Xia ruofei felt that even if there were some complaints, there should 

be no problem. 

As for the mercenaries stationed on Peach Blossom Island, he naturally called them and told them to 

stay in the camp for the next two days. Otherwise, they would bear the consequences if anything 

happened. 

“No problem!” Li Yifu replied,”I’ll make the arrangements now!” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand.”There’s no hurry. We’ll organize our men to enter the shelter after dinner. 

There’s still time!” 

“Alright, martial granduncle!” Li Yifu replied. 

Then, Xia ruofei looked at bainilatti and asked,””The most important call is about to be made. Are you 

sure you remember every word I said?” 

“Yes, Mr. Xia!” “I promise there won’t be any problems!” Benilatti said with certainty. 

“Very good!” Xia ruofei said. 

After he finished speaking, he didn’t let bynilati make the call. Instead, he took out his phone, found 

Wang Boshan’s number, and dialed it. 



Chapter 2709 As expected (1) 

Apparently, Wang Boshan had been waiting for Xia ruofei’s news for the past two days. He picked up the 

call very quickly. 

Wang Boshan said enthusiastically,”director Xia!” I’ve been waiting for your call!” 

“Hello, chief Wang.” Xia ruofei said indifferently. 

“Hahaha! President Xia, you must have good news for me!” Wang Boshan couldn’t suppress his 

excitement,”has the official relationship of the agate map been coordinated, and the peach Garden 

Island can perform the transfer procedures?” 

Wang Boshan had been eyeing the Peach Blossom Island for a long time. He was the first to discover 

that the island, which was still called the Azure cloud Island at the time, was somewhat different from 

the rest. Out of his cultivator’s intuition, he reported the news directly to the sect master of the star 

Seizer sect, Luo Qingfeng. As the star Seizer sect’s representative in the secular world, although his 

cultivation level was not high, he had the authority to report directly to the sect master. 

Later on, the star Seizer sect sent Zheng Yongshou over to investigate. Although he did not directly 

confirm that it was the Taixu xuanqing formation like Xia ruofei, he could at least tell that it was a very 

high – Level natural formation. Thus, Luo Qingfeng sealed off the news and ordered Zheng Yongshou 

and Wang Boshan to take down the Paradise Island at all costs. 

The events that happened after that were full of twists and turns. Now, Wang Boshan could finally see 

success in front of him. Thinking about the heavy reward that the sect would give him, Wang Boshan 

could not help but be excited. 

“Mr. Wang,” Xia ruofei said calmly,”I’m sorry to disappoint you. I don’t have good news today.” 

Wang Boshan could not help but be stunned for a moment and quickly asked,””President Xia, is there a 

problem? Could it be that the government in the city was not coordinating well? It shouldn’t be difficult 

to deal with the politicians of such small countries! Just use us dollars. Don’t be afraid of spending 

money. When the time comes, the cost can be paid by our Stars Group ...” 

“It’s not because of the agate. ” Xia ruofei interrupted Wang Boshan’s words and said,”it’s just that I 

suddenly don’t want to sell myself ... My dream since I was young was to have a world of my own. Peach 

Blossom Island can be said to be exactly the same as my childhood dream. I don’t want to sell my dream 

for money. After all, I don’t lack money ...” 

When Wang Boshan heard this, he could not help but want to curse. What nonsense childhood dreams! 

I was just short of this final shiver. You’re actually telling me that you suddenly don’t want to sell it for 

some dream? 

“Mr. Xia, do you think the price is too low?” Wang Boshan asked anxiously. We can still discuss this! 

Even though the company’s budget is limited, it’s not impossible to increase it ...” 

“It has nothing to do with money,” Xia ruofei said,”I just don’t want to sell it ... CEO Wang, I’m really 

sorry!” 



Wang Boshan’s face turned gloomy and his tone turned cold,””President Xia, what you’re doing is a little 

unkind! We’ve made a deal before, and we’ve been raising money for the past two days. In order to 

raise so much cash, we’ve paid a lot of money. It’s a bit unreasonable for you to suddenly not sell it!” 

Xia ruofei replied nonchalantly,”Oh?” Didn’t chief Wang say that you have sufficient funds and can take 

out the money at any time?” 

“I ...” Wang Boshan choked on Xia ruofei’s words. After a long while, he said angrily,”you’re going back 

on your word!” We already made an agreement two days ago in the capital. How could you go back on 

your word?” 

“If I’m not mistaken, I didn’t sign any written agreement with your company, did I?” Xia ruofei said 

calmly. 

“Do you think a verbal promise can be changed so easily?” Wang Boshan lost his mind and said 

loudly,”director Xia, your behavior is a taboo in the business world! If I were to spread this news, who 

would dare to do business with your paradise Corporation in the future?” 

Wang Boshan’s emotions were so agitated, but Xia ruofei remained calm. He said lightly,””Chief Wang, 

everyone’s understanding is different. According to my understanding, we should have only reached the 

intention to make a deal in Beijing. It can’t even be considered a verbal agreement. Everything is 

changing. I’m not optimistic about this deal, so I changed my mind. There’s no problem with that!” 

“Then there’s nothing to talk about?” Wang Boshan asked gloomily,”I can’t even pay more?” 

“I’m sorry. ” Xia ruofei said indifferently. 

“It seems that President Xia is determined!” Wang Boshan was so angry that he laughed,”very good ... I 

hope you won’t regret it in the future!” 

Wang Boshan didn’t wait for Xia ruofei to speak and hung up the phone. 

Xia ruofei smiled and kept his phone. 

“Done!” Xia ruofei smiled at Li Yifu and benilatti.”Benilatti, you’d better think back to what I told you. 

This angry CEO Wang will contact you soon!” 

“Mr. Xia, don’t worry! I’ve already memorized it!” Beniladi said. 

Li Yifu couldn’t help but ask,””Senior granduncle, aren’t you afraid of completely angering them? it will 

lead to uncontrollable consequences?” 

“For example?” Xia ruofei shrugged and asked. 

“For example, the other party has completely given up on acquiring the Peach Blossom Island through 

commercial means. Instead, they’ve mobilized a large number of cultivators from the star Seizer sect to 

directly seize the island.” Li Yifu said. 

“It’s certain that we’ll give up on commercial means.” Xia ruofei said indifferently,”but they definitely 

won’t report it directly to the sect. As for the reason, you can analyze it yourself. The relationship within 

a cultivation sect is actually similar to that in the workplace ...” 



Chapter 2710 As expected (2) 

After hearing Xia ruofei’s words, Li Yifu revealed a thoughtful expression. After a while, he said,””I think I 

understand now! Grand uncle – Master, once they report this to the sect, it will also show their 

incompetence! Even if they give up on using commercial means, they will definitely try it with their own 

means!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”that’s pretty much the case.” Of course, the key problem is that I’m just a 

relatively rich ordinary person in their eyes. If they use the methods of cultivators to deal with me, I 

won’t be able to resist at all. Think about it, under such circumstances, would Wang Boshan and that 

martial uncle Zheng still report to the sect? Since it’s seized by the means of cultivators, the two of them 

are enough. Why report it to the sect and leave an incompetent influence on the higher – ups of the 

sect?” 

“Yes! This disciple has learned!” Li Yifu lowered his head and said. 

…… 

In the capital, in a luxury suite of the Wanhao hotel, Zheng Yongshou was in a rage. He pointed at Wang 

Boshan and asked with an ashen face,””What’s going on? Didn’t you already Pat your chest and 

guarantee that you’ll definitely be able to take down that Island? Why did the other party suddenly 

change his mind?” 

Wang Boshan couldn’t help but criticize in his heart. Two days ago, Zheng Yongshou was also present at 

the private kitchen negotiation in the Prince’s Mansion. After the negotiation, Zheng Yongshou praised 

him a lot. Why did Xia ruofei change his mind now and it all became his responsibility? 

However, Zheng Yongshou was his uncle – Master, so Wang Boshan did not dare to show his 

dissatisfaction. 

He could only say helplessly,”martial uncle Zheng, I’ve only just found out about this news. There were 

no signs before this!” “The information from Paradise Island also shows that Xia ruofei flew directly to 

evac, the capital Island of ponatu, as soon as he arrived. He had a long discussion with ponatu’s Minister 

of Internal Affairs, Evian, behind closed doors. We have a mole in ponatu’s Minister of Internal Affairs 

and confirmed the news. I was caught off guard when Xia ruofei suddenly called today to say that he’s 

not selling the island!” 

“What do we do now?” Zheng Yongshou gritted his teeth and said,”I told you not to go through so much 

trouble. Just go and restrain those people above. Even if you don’t want to kill, you can just lock them 

up! When the sect leader comes, we’ll investigate it carefully and determine the level of the natural 

formation. Then we’ll be able to control the island completely. As for the agate, who cares if they admit 

it or not?” 

Wang Boshan smiled bitterly,”martial uncle Zheng, I’m just thinking for the sect.” Don’t worry, I’ll 

immediately contact the mole on the island to confirm the situation, and then we’ll discuss our next 

step. ” 

“I guess this is the only way! Quickly make the call!” Zheng Yongshou said sullenly. 

“Yes, martial uncle Zheng!” Wang Boshan said as he took out his phone. 



This time, he naturally couldn’t wait to send a text message and then wait for bainilatti to call back. He 

immediately found bainilatti’s number and dialed it. 

Fortunately, bainilatti didn’t hang up this time. After ringing for about six or seven times, he picked up. 

“Mr. Wang, why did you call me directly?” Benilatti lowered his voice and said,”fortunately, the boss 

wasn’t with me just now. I found a quiet place to answer the call ...” 

Wang Boshan said impatiently,””Cut the crap! I need first – hand information, and I’ll give you a lot of 

money!” 

“What information would Mr. Wang like to know?” Beniladi asked slyly. 

Wang Boshan did not beat around the bush and went straight to the point,””Xia ruofei called me just 

now to cancel the island deal. I want to know why. What had happened on the Peach Blossom Island 

since yesterday? Is there something unusual about it? As long as it’s something you know, or something 

you think is valuable, tell me! This time, the money will definitely be yours! As long as the information is 

useful, I will double the money!” 

When bainilatti heard that, he couldn’t help but whistle and say,””Wow! Mr. Wang is too generous!” 

“Don’t talk nonsense, I’m pressed for time!” Wang Boshan said impatiently,”hurry up and pick the useful 

ones.” 

“Alright! Alright!” “Mr. King, I don’t know how to define the unusual thing you’re talking about,” 

benilatti said. However ... Something strange did happen on the island last night, and many people saw 

it. ” 

“Oh?” Wang Boshan sat up straight and asked,”what happened?” 

His intuition told him that the strange thing that bainilatti mentioned was probably the reason why Xia 

ruofei’s attitude had changed 180 degrees. 

Wang Boshan didn’t know that Xia ruofei had deliberately created all this for him, including every word 

that bainilatti had said. It was carefully planned to mislead him and create an illusion. 

Benilatti said in an uncertain tone,””I can’t tell you the details, but at around 10 O’ clock last night, a 

seven – colored light suddenly appeared on the west side of the island. Many people on the island saw 

it, but the boss immediately sent his own people over and sealed off the area. As for what exactly 

appeared, I think only the boss himself knows.” 

“Seven – colored light?” Wang Boshan’s eyes revealed a strange look and he immediately asked,”you 

don’t know what it is? Then ... From the time the seven – colored light appeared until now, did Xia ruofei 

have any unusual behavior?” 

“The boss and his men rushed over last night,” said benilatti,”but the light soon disappeared. Boss has 

locked himself in his room the entire day. Otherwise, I wouldn’t have been so relaxed ... Also, the 

Western area of the island has been sealed off. No one is allowed to approach!” 

Wang Boshan’s expression changed and he asked,””Other than that, is there anything else that you feel 

is unusual? Think carefully again! The information you just told me is very useful. I will pay you three 



times the price! If you can still remember any useful information, I will give you more money! You might 

not even need to work for the rest of your life!” 

“God ... Mr. King, you really are an Angel sent by God!” Beniladi praised Wang Boshan exaggeratedly in a 

greedy tone, then said,”let me think ... Let me think ... What else is unusual ...” 

“Don’t worry, take your time to think ...” Wang Boshan said,”as long as you feel that there is something 

abnormal, you can tell me!” 

Bainilatti muttered to himself for a while before saying with a hint of uncertainty,””Mr. Wang, there’s 

one more thing, but I’m not sure if it’ll be of any use to you ...” 

“You go first!” Wang Boshan said. 

“It’s just ... After the seven – colored light appeared yesterday, until now ... I feel that the air on the 

Paradise Island seems to be much fresher, and my mood is much better. I had a slight high blood 

pressure, but I just had my blood measured today, and it has actually returned to normal!” “Of course, 

this is just my subjective feeling. It probably won’t be of much use to you ...” 

“No, no, no! This information is very important!” Wang Boshan said,”alright! Beniladi, I will pay you a 

million dollars! Check your account later!” 

“Heavens! I’m so grateful to you!” Benilatti said excitedly,”thank you! Thank you!” 

“I still have things to do here, so let’s leave it at that!” Wang Boshan said,”Oh right, this is a critical 

period. If there’s any situation, you must call me immediately. My phone can be reached 24 hours a day! 

You don’t have to worry about money, I’ve always been very generous with valuable information!” 

“Alright! Alright!” Benilatti quickly said,”don’t worry, Mr. Wang. I’m your eyes in Paradise Island. 

Nothing here can be hidden from me!” 

Wang Boshan hung up the phone, then looked at Zheng Yongshou and said,””Junior Master Zheng, I 

think ... I’ve found the reason why Xia ruofei suddenly changed his mind ...” 

 


